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Abstract

Coarticulation is one of the important factors that makes
automatic sign language recognition a hard problem. Un-
like in speech recognition, coarticulation effects in sign lan-
guages are over longer durations and simultaneously im-
pact different aspects of the sign such as the hand shape,
position, and movement. Due to this effect, the appearance
of a sign, especially at the beginning and at the end, can
be significantly different under different sentence contexts,
which makes the recognition of signs in sentences hard. We
advocate a two-step approach, where in the first step one
segments the individual signs in a sentence and in the next
step one recognizes the signs. In this work, we show how
the first step, i.e. sign segmentation, can be performed ef-
fectively by using the conditional random fields (CRF) to
directly detect the coarticulation points. The CRF approach
does not make conditional independence assumptions about
the observations and can be trained with fewer samples
than Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). We validate our ap-
proach by demonstrating performance with American Sign
Language (ASL) sentence level data and show that the CRF
approach is 85% accurate in segmenting signs compared to
60% for the HMM approach at 0.1 false alarm rate.

1. Introduction

As recent reviews [4, 1] show, there is increased em-
phasis on recognition of continuous signs, i.e. recogni-
tion of signs embedded in sentences, rather than isolated
sign language recognition. Most approaches use the Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) at the sign or phoneme model.
For example, Vogler et al. model American Sign Language
(ASL) using context-dependent signs [9] and later using
phonemes [8]. However, context dependent sign model-
ing requires more training data than isolated signs, usually
orders of magnitude larger. Phoneme-based approach can
be scalable because it works with common parts between

signs, but the concept of phonemes is not yet linguistically
well established in ASL. We advocate a two step approach
for the recognition of continuous signs. In the first step, one
segments the sentence into individual signs and then in the
second step, one recognizes the signs, exploiting possibly
grammar models. In this paper, we show we can effectively
perform the first step, i.e. segmentation of signs in sen-
tences.

Each frame in a sequence is represented using a motion
snapshot based representation, capturing short term move-
ment over few frames. To reduce the combinatorics of the
segmentation process, we identify possible segmentation
points to be those frames in the sentence that are most dif-
ferent from each other and different from sign frames; the
identified frames are referred to as the key frames. We dis-
cuss how this is performed later in the paper. These key
frames are then labeled using a Conditional random fields
(CRF) model defined over signs and coarticulations.

Unlike a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that is a gener-
ative model based on likelihoods and priors, the CRF is a
discriminative model that directly computes the posterior
label probabilities [3, 2]. HMM requires strict indepen-
dence assumptions across multivariate features and condi-
tional independence between observations, given the states,
which is generally violated in sign languages, i.e. obser-
vations are not only dependent on the state but also on the
past observations. The other disadvantage of using HMM is
that the estimation of the observation parameters requires a
large amount of training data.

Fig 1 depicts the essential differences between HMM
and CRFs. Fig 1(a) shows the structure of HMM, where the
directed links indicate the conditional likelihoods given the
state and the state transition probabilities. The CRF model
is shown in Fig 1(b); it is an undirected graph, allowing for
arbitrary dependence among the nodes. Each given obser-
vation is associated with a state label. Two consecutive state
labels as well as the state-observation pairs are jointly mod-
eled. Our key frame based CRF approach works essentially
similar to frame based CRF, except that the states are as-
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signed to each key frame. Each key frame captures points
in a sentence with distinctive short term motion.

CRF has been used successfully by [3] to label and seg-
ment text sequential data and used to segment images [2].
Recently Sminchisescu et al. [6] used CRF to recognize
whole body human movement, not sign language. They re-
ported CRF to outperform HMM, especially under a large
context dependent situations. However, the movements
considered by them are basically consecutive performances
of single gestures with no “coarticulation” effects. Also un-
like their approach, we do not use CRF for recognition, but
rather for segmentation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the process to represent and identify key frames.
The coarticulation segmentation algorithm is described in
Section 3. Experimental results are shown in Section 4. We
conclude with Section 5.

2. Representation and key frame extraction

We look at the problem of sign language recognition
problem, without the use of any special gloves or mark-
ers – just plain one 2D color image sequence. Since mo-
tion is a primary manifestation of sign languages, for each
instance of time, we first extract a representation that cap-
ture the spatio-temporal characteristics over a short dura-
tion temporal window. We term this representation as the
motion snap-shot representation. Using this representation,
we identify most “distinctive” frames in the sequences, i.e.
frames that are most different from frames in signs in the
database and other frames in the same sequence. These
are the key frames, which are then labeled as either being a
coarticulation key frame or not. The selection of a reduced
set of key frames to label significantly reduces the combi-
natorics of the subsequent labeling process using CRFs.

2.1. Motion Snapshot Representation

Given the difficulty of reliably extracting and tracking
hands in 2D images under varying lighting conditions, we
opt for a representation that does not require the extraction
or long term tracking of hands. One can observe that motion
and relative spatial relationship between motion regions are
two important manifestation of sign language as captured
by 2D image sequences. We capture these two aspects by
first computing short term motion tracks and then repre-
senting the spatial relationship between these tracks using a
compact statistical representation called the Space of Prob-
ability Functions (SoPF).

To capture short term motion at each frame, we consid-
ered motion of salient corner points, as detected and tracked
by the KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi) method [7]. However,
instead of constructing trajectories over long sequence of

Figure 2. Left column: Three frames from
the ASL sign ”CAN”. Middle column: Mo-
tion snapshot corresponding to each frame
on the left. Right column: The correspond-
ing relational histogram between points on
the motion snapshot trajectory.

frames, which results in lot of errors, we consider tracks
only over three frames at a times, one before and one af-
ter the frame under consideration. We refer to these col-
lection of short term tracks as motion snapshot. One such
example is shown in Fig. 2. We then capture the spatial
structure in this motion snapshot by considering the distrib-
ution of the horizontal and vertical distances between pairs
of points on this trajectory; we compute the joint relational
histogram of the displacement between all pairs of coordi-
nates on the motion trajectory. We then represent these re-
lational histograms, normalized to sum to one, as points in a
space of probability functions (SoPF), like that used in [5].
The SoPF is constructed by performing principal compo-
nent analysis of these relational histograms from a training
set of images. The Euclidean distances between points in
the SoPF is proportional to the Bhattacharya distance be-
tween the relational histograms. Thus for each frame in the
sequence, we have a feature vector that are the coordinates
of the motion snapshot representation in the SoPF space. A
sign or sentence is then abstracted as a sequence of feature
vectors S =< s1, · · · ,sn >.

2.2. Identifying Key Frames

To segment a sentence into signs, we need not label all
frames in the coarticulation between signs; labeling just one
frame for each coarticulation would suffice to partition the
sentence into individual signs. This helps us control the
combinatorics of labeling step. So prior to labeling, we
form these set of candidate frames by considering the most
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Figure 1. (a) HMM defined with state and observation pairs using directed links. Multiple consecu-
tive observations in any given sequence can be mapped onto the same state. (b) The CRF model
uses pairwise probabilities over states and observations for each time instant. Each observation is
associated with a state label. (c) Key frame CRF.

distinctive frames, which we terms as the key frames. The
idea of key frames have been used in video database sum-
marization [10], but not for sign language analysis. The
specific definition of key frames is also different from the
video summarization contexts in that we consider their dis-
tinctiveness with respect to a modelbase of signs. We define
key frames to be the frames that are most different from
each other in the same sequence and different from frames
in a model database of signs of interest.

The model dataset of signs are continuous signs, seg-
mented manually by excluding the coarticulation frames,
from a training set of ASL sentences. Let us denote this
training set of signs as T = {T 1, · · · ,T k} where T k is the
k-th model sign. Each sign is represented as sequence of
motion snapshot distribution coordinates corresponding to
its constituent frames, as discussed earlier, i.e. T i =<
ti
1, · · · , ti

ni
>. We represent T also base on individual frames

as T =< t1, · · · , tN >, where N is the total number of frames
in the sign modelbase. Let the given sentence that needs to
be segmented be represented by S =< s1, · · · ,sn > with n
frames. We denote the choice of the keyframes by a 0-1
vector, x, whose each component, x(i), correspond to the
frames in S and 1 indicates that it is a key frame and 0 indi-
cates otherwise. The distinctive nature of the key frames is
defined based on two kinds of distances: the inter-key frame
distances and the model set distances. We select the set of
key frames K by maximizing the sum of the distances to
other key frames and the average distances from the model
set. In other words, the key frames are those frames that
are most different from other key frame in the sentence and
are also most different from frames in the sets of signs to
be recognized and hence are most likely to be part coartic-
ulations. Mathematically, this optimization criterion can be
expressed as:

Ξ = ∑
i�= j

x(i)d(si,sj)x( j)+∑
i

x(i)

(
1
N

N

∑
k=1

d(si, tk)

)
x(i)

(1)
where the function d(z,y) represents the Euclidean distance
between the snapshot based feature coordinates, z and y.
The first term of Ξ above represents the distance between

the selected key frames, represented by x and the second
term represents the distance of the key frames to the sign
model set. The final set of keyframes are given by x that
maximizes Ξ, subject to the constraint that ∑x(i) = m ,
where m is the number of key frames. This is an NP-hard
problem, hence we consider its corresponding continuous
valued version, where the components of x are relaxed to
be any continuous value between 0 and 1. Each of com-
ponent of this continuous valued vector, denoted here by y,
can be taken to represent as a soft confidence measure of
the corresponding frame being a key frame. The associated
constraint is modified to yT y = 1. We then construct the
approximate solution to the discrete version of the problem
from the solution to the continuous version. The continuous
version of the problem is given by

argmax
y

yT Dy subject to yT y = 1 (2)

where the D is a matrix diagonal entries are given by
D(i, i) = 1

N ∑N
k=1 d(si, tk) and the off diagonal entries are

given by D(i, j) = d(si,sj). It is well known in linear al-
gebra (Raleigh Ritz theorem) that the solution is given by
the maximum eigenvector of the matrix D. Given in opti-
mal solution to the continuous problem, we construct an ap-
proximate solution to our discrete problem by selecting the
frames corresponding to the local maxima of the compo-
nents of the eigenvector whose indices actually correspond
to time.

3. Conditional Random Fields (CRF)

We define a conditional random fields (CRF) [3] over
the set of key frames, detected in a sentence, as a lin-
ear chain, where the observations are the key frame fea-
tures K =< k1, · · · ,km > and the corresponding labels are
L =< L1, · · · ,Lm >, with Li ∈ {COAR,SIGN} – the possi-
ble labels: coarticulation or sign. < L,K > is a conditional
random fields when L, globally conditioned on K, obeys the
Markov rule, as modeled by a linear graph.

P(Li|K,L−{Li}) = P(Li|K,N(Li)) (3)
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where N(Li) are the neighbors of Li. Let us consider the
linear chain graph G constructed by < K,L >, let C(K,L)
denote the set of cliques in G. By the fundamental theorem
of random fields, the probability of a label sequence L given
the observation sequence K can be represented as:

P(L|K) ∝ exp∑c∈C(K,L) fθFθ(c,K) (4)

where {Fθ} are the feature functions defined over all the
cliques and f = { fθ} are the parameters set, weighted the
corresponding feature functions. In a linear chain graph, the
cliques can be the pair of adjacent labels < Lt−1,Lt > and
the label-observation pair < Lt ,Kt >. For adjacent labels
< Lt−1,Lt >, we consider the feature function {Fθ} as a
indicator function:

Fθ(< Lt−1,Lt >,K) ={
0, i f < Lt−1,Lt > does not correspond to this θ
1, i f < Lt−1,Lt > does correspond to this θ

(5)
For label-observation pair < Lt ,Kt >, we consider the fea-
ture function {Fθ} as a linear function:

Fθ(< Lt ,Kt >,K) = Ki
t , Ki

t is the ith element of the feature
vector Kt , Ki

t corresponds to this θ
(6)

For example, consider the start of a sentence when the
signer usually will lift the hands up. Let us denote the
key frame of this action as K0 and the corresponding la-
bel as COAR, then a penalty of assigning COAR to K0 will
be selected and then weighted by the corresponding fθ. For
a transition feature, similarly, suppose we have 2 adjacent
key frames K0 and K1 that are labeled both as COAR, then
a penalty of assigning COAR−COAR to an edge will be se-
lected and weighted by corresponding fθ.

Note, unlike HMM where strict independence does not
allow us to represent the relationship between the labels and
observations across time, in CRF this can be represented
over an arbitrary temporal window w as < Lt ,Kt±w >, al-
lowing us to easily embed context dependence and hence is
flexible.

This CRF is trained using the model dataset sequences.
We first detect the key frames for each of the model dataset
sequences that are then manually labeled with COAR and
SIGN labels. This forms the training set: < Ld ,Kd >,d ∈
1,2, ...,Ns where Ns is the size of the training database. The
parameter set f is found by maximizing the log-likelihood:

L f = ∑Ns
d=1 log(P(Ld |Kd))

= ∑Ns
d=1 ∑c∈C(K,L)( fθFθ(c,K))− log(Zθ(K))

(7)

where Zθ is the normalization factor depend on the obser-
vation sequences. We use a gradient based approach with
a random start point to seek the maximal point of 7. For
inference with the trained model we use belief propagation
(BP) over a chain structure [3].

4. Experimental Results

The dataset consists of 39 different signs, articulated
in 25 different sentences and each of them is performed
5 times to capture some amount of variation across time.
Some variation is also introduced by signing the same sen-
tences differently, for example, the sentence ’if the plane is
delayed, I’ll be mad’ in English will be signed as ’AIR-
PLANE POSTPONE AGAIN, MAD I’ as well as ’AIR-
PLANE AGAIN POSTPONE, MAD I’. The frame rate is
30 fps and the resolution is 460 by 290.

These sentences are performed by the same signer, under
a uniform background, the signer is wearing dark clothes.
Although motion estimation could be hard under such a less
textured scene, we are not trying to obtain the whole motion
field, instead we only estimate the motion of corner points.

Four of the five instances of each sentence form the
model data set of signs (training set) and the fifth sequence
is the test sequence. One CRF is used to model all the sen-
tences in the training set. For each frame, the KLT corner
detection method usually generates 50 to 100 feature points.
The relational histograms are constructed with 32×32 bins.
To select key frames we detect the local maxima in the as-
sociated maximum eigenvector over sliding window of 7
frames. Fig 3 shows us the result of key frame detection.
Note that we can have multiple key frames for each sign or
coarticulation part. For example, in Fig 3, we have 2 key
frames selected from the starting portion and end portion of
the sign ”GATE”. Fig 4 shows us the plot of the detection
rate versus the false alarm rate (ROC) for marked coarticu-
lations. The total number of keyframes are around 500. We
show the curves for the CRF with different spatial contexts,
i.e. with window sizes 1, 3, and 5. As a baseline we com-
pare these with a standard Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
based formulation results. We note that the CRF based la-
beling significantly out performs the HMM based one.

5. Conclusions

We used conditional random fields (CRF) formulation
along with the concept of key frames, capturing frames with
the distinctive short term motion, to detect and label coar-
ticulations points in a sign language sentence. The CRF has
the advantage of directly modeling the posterior and can
allow arbitrary dependence between the states and observa-
tions, which is desired for labeling a sequence with highly
related context such as that exists in an ASL sentence. We
experimental found that the CRF based approach signifi-
cantly out performs an HMM based one. The detected coar-
ticulations are then used to segment a continuous ASL sen-
tence into isolated sign to ease the combinatorics of recog-
nition of signs in continuous sentences.
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